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COMMUNICATING COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

Marketing Your Magic

By Ken Ackerman

As you describe your company's

magic remember the importance

of dazzling with detail.

THE BUSINESS OF WAREHOUSING, particularly for
wholesale distributors and warehouse service providers, is in constant

danger of becoming a commodity. Some managers believe that warehousing
is a task that can be handled adequately by anyone with a strong back. Com
modities normally are sold by price, with few vendors recognizing special
features about the product they are selling.

Because of the danger of commoditization, we typically ask warehouse
managers to describe their "special magic," those unique features that make
their warehousing operation superior. When 1,000 chief executive officers
representing a variety of businesses were surveyed, only two were able to
describe the competitive advantage of their company.

• Identify Your Magic

If you were asked to list the reasons your company is special, could you
provide a quick answer? If you asked your key employees to describe the
company's competitive advantage, would they have a ready response? Are
your customers awareof the competitive advantages of yourcompany? Ifyou
don't know, wouldn't it be worthwhile to ask them, and find out?

Have you identified the competitive advantages of your primary competi
tors and compared them with your own magic? Sometimes the best way to
handle a competitor is to avoid competition. A professor studying the service
industries focused his work on the airlines, with particular emphasis on one
carrier, Southwest. During an interview with the CEO of a competitor, he
asked how they meet the challenge of Southwest. The executive replied that
he could not compete; therefore, the company would stay strong in locations
not served by Southwest.

• Think Like the Customer

Asyouconsider your magic, and compare it with that of your competitors,
ask this question: Why should I buy from you?

Be honest and specific with your answer. Avoid generalizations such as
"We give better service." Instead, you might say: "Last year our company
received quality awards from two of our customers."

Stay away from the standard answers claimed by many warehousing spe
cialists, including the following:

• We have a modern building.
• Our people make the difference.
• We have the best price.
Then, consider the reaction of the typical customer: So what? What's in it

for me?
What are the consequences for the executive you work with if a ware

house performs according to expectations? Part of your magic should be
the things thatyou do to help your customer sleep well. In the early days of
computer marketing, sales representatives for the leading manufacturer were
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